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Answer any five questions 

1) a) Develop an N.L.P for optimum desi gn of a component or system 
b) How optimization techniques are use ful in design.. 
c) Classify optimization algorithms. 

10+ 5+ 5 
2) a)Write down the working principle and the algorithm of any two o.ztimization method :

i). Golden Section method ii). Po int estimation method iii). Seccnnt method . 
b) Compute for two iterations usin g Bisection m thod for optimization for the following objective 

functi on. 
Minimise, f(x) = x3 

- 5/x2 + 7 
12+8 

3) a ) Explain the working principle and write down the algor ithm of Cauc hy's steepest descent method with 
a suitable example. 

b) Distinguish between optimization algorithm for sinle variable ar d multi var iable objective functio n. 
c) Explain ( anyone) 

i). Simplex method ii). Evolutionary method 
10 + 5 +5 

4) a) How a constra ined design problem can be opt imized using penalty fun ctions. 
b) Compare interior and exterior method. 
c) Write down the work ing principle and implementation scheme of Particle swarm optimization 

10 + 5+5 
5) a) Write down the working principle and implementation scheme of Simulated Annealing.
 

b) Distinguish between traditional and evolutionary algori thm .
 
c) Explain the work ing princip le and algorithm for Differential Evilution method for optimization.
 

8+4+8
 
6) a) Write down the working princ iple and implementatio n scheme of genetic algorithm.
 

b) Explain the selec tion method' in GA in detai l.
 
c) Discuss coding in GA
 

10 +6 +4
 
7) a) Compare single objective and multiobj ective optimization problern.
 

b) Explain the principle of we ighted met ric method of multi object ive opt imizatio n problem.
 
c) Discus the approach of goal programming method for multi-objective optimisatio n.
 
d) How a multiobjective optimization problem can be converted to a single objective optimizaticn
 

problem.
 
5+ 6 + 5 +4
 

8) a) What is meant by a convex function .
 
b) Define and explain the following terms
 

i) Pareto optimal points ii) Utopia point iii) Nadir point. iv) ideal point
 
c) A multiobjective optimization problem consists two objective fUJ ctions f1 and f2 to be minimised. Six 

points in criterion space (fI. f2) is given by (100 ,60), (125,8 7), (120 ,30), (280,300), (130,65), (190 ,45). 
Find out the set of non dominated solutions using any algorithm . 

4-t-1 0 + 6 


